Lock-in effect of a 2-D rigid rectangular section with side ratio (B/D; B is the dimension along the flow direction and D is the dimension normal to the flow direction) of 2 has been numerically simulated by subjecting it to forced sinusoidal oscillation with an amplitude of 0.1 D in transverse direction. Dynamic mesh, which deforms in accordance with the motion of the rectangular section, has been used to model a portion of computational domain around the rectangular section. Simulations have been carried out for a reduced velocity range of 5 to 25 using two popular Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) based turbulence models, viz, Realizable k-ε model (RKE) and Shear Stress Transport k-ω model (SST) in commercial Computational Fluid Dynamics code FLUENT. The range of reduced wind velocities for which the rectangular section is in lock-in has been evaluated to be between 6 and 17 from RKE model, while from SST model, the range has been observed to be 6 to 18. This has been compared with the experimental results reported in literature. Further, the variation of root mean square value of lift coefficient (C Lrms ) with reduced wind velocity has been studied.
Introduction
Wake behind rigid bluff body is characterized by shedding of alternating vortices with a frequency depending upon the body geometry and approach wind velocity. In case of an oscillating bluff body, 'lock-in' condition can arise when the vortex shedding frequency gets locked on to the frequency of the bluff body. This interaction of body motion and the wake results in enhanced vortex induced vibrations over a wide range of approach wind velocities. With modern day structures being remarkably flexible, low in damping and less in weight owing to improved design methodologies and high strength materials, they tend to be highly susceptible to such dynamic action of wind flow. The stability of such structures against the aeroelastic interactions is of critical importance [Matsumoto (1999) ; Kareem (2010) ]. It becomes essential to ensure that the performance of the structure is adequate for the fluid flow during the design life period from the aspects of structural safety and serviceability, by taking aeroelastic effects into account.
Aeroelastic instabilities of rectangular sections have been an area of active research from both academic and practical point of views, because of common use of such configurations in buildings, towers and bridges. These are the most generic form of bluff bodies and have quite unique aerodynamic characteristics, viz, the boundary layers separating from the sharp edges at the windward side may remain separate or have intermittent attachment to the surface in the downstream or may attach completely depending upon the side ratio (B/D where B is the dimension along the flow direction and D is the dimension normal to the flow direction) and the inflow conditions. Application of quasi-steady assumption to assess the aeroelastic instabilities, for example, transverse or torsional galloping stability analysis [Blevins (2001) ] has limitations with regard to the range of reduced velocities for which it can be applied. It is an approximation to the actual phenomenon and aeroelastic effects can be better understood only by modeling the fluidstructure interaction. One of the approaches towards understanding aeroelastic instabilities is forced oscillation studies.
Detailed experimental studies on aeroelastic instability of rectangular sections using aforementioned forced oscillation as well as free oscillation are available in literature. Washizu et al. (1978) carried out experimental investigations on the aeroelastic instability of rectangular sections with various side ratios (B/D) in heaving mode (both vortex-excited and self-excited) under free and forced vibrations. The evaluated frequency response component (FRC) of the unsteady lift force coefficients were used to study the onset of instability. It was observed that the rectangular sections with side ratio of less than or equal to 2.5 experiences instability due to transverse galloping (self-excited) while that with side ratio greater than 2.5 experiences instability due to vortex-excited oscillation. The results obtained from forced oscillation were observed to be better in comparison with the results from free oscillation studies. Komatsu (1980) conducted detailed investigations focusing on the pressure fluctuation over the surface of rectangular section under oscillating conditions. The mechanism of vortex shedding was captured with the aid of flow visualization technique.
With the development in computational power, such studies are being carried out with the aid of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). Sarwar (2005) used LES to study the unsteady lift forces acting on oscillating rectangular section with side ratio of 2 and 4 at low reduced velocities using sliding mesh technique available in commercial CFD code FLUENT. Frequency response component of unsteady lift forces evaluated from the numerical studies were compared with the experimental values of Washizu et al. (1978) . The lock-in characteristics of rectangular prisms under external forcing oscillations were studied to check the applicability of numerical studies to predict the possibility of occurrence of vortex excitation and galloping for rectangular sections. LES predicted the generation of negative aerodynamic damping through abrupt phase change in lift force. For a few cases, the numerical results were observed to be different from the experimental results, though most of the numerical results were qualitatively in good agreement with the experimental results. Okajima et al. (1993) carried out numerical studies on cylinders with circular and rectangular cross-sections with side ratio of 1, 2 and 3 by subjecting them to transverse oscillations, in order to investigate the lock-in phenomena of vortex wakes for prediction of the onset of aeroelastic instabilities. During lock-in, the vortex shedding frequency is captured and synchronized by the forcing vibratory frequency. Simulations for oscillatory amplitude of 14.0 percent of the diameter or the height of the bluff bodies were carried out at the Reynolds number of 10 3 . Liu et al. (2011) carried out numerical studies to simulate vortex induced vibration response of rectangular section with side ratio of 4. The numerical results, viz, the ratio of vortex shedding frequency to natural frequency of the structure and the nondimensional amplitude of vibration were compared with the experimental results of Matsumoto (2008) . Most of the other studies carried out on rectangular sections were focused either on determination of mean lift and drag coefficients or Strouhal number/vortex shedding frequency [Hirano et al, (2000) ; Shimada and Ishihara (2001) and Yu and Kareem (1998) , etc].
The present study aims at numerically simulating the lock-in behavior of a 2-D rectangular section with B/D of 2 (which is unstable against transverse galloping) by subjecting it to forced sinusoidal oscillations in transverse direction under smooth inflow condition to identify the extent/range of reduced velocities for which the rectangular section is in 'lock-in' region. Simulations have been carried out using commercial CFD code FLUENT. Forced oscillation studies have been carried out numerically for oscillation amplitude of 0.1 D in transverse direction under smooth inflow conditions over a range of reduced velocities of 5-25. Realizable k-ε model (RKE) and Shear Stress Transport k-ω model (SST) have been used to model turbulence. Vortex shedding frequency and root mean square value of lift coefficient (C Lrms ) were obtained from these simulations. The C Lrms obtained from both RKE and SST models have been compared.
Numerical Simulation
RANS (Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes) based two-equation turbulence models are the most commonly used turbulence models in practice. In which, the k-based models and the k-ω based models are commonly used for most of the engineering problems due to the advantage in terms of reduced simulation cost and better performance in separated flows. The equations governing fluid flow are solved numerically to evaluate the flow variables.
Governing equations
The basic governing differential equations for an unsteady incompressible flow as per RANS based two-equation turbulence models are given by Eq. (1) and (2) (1)
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equation:
where i u are the mean velocity components in x (i=1), y (i=2) and z (i=3) directions in Cartesian co-ordinate system, p is the pressure, ρ is the fluid density and ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. ij ij ij is the Reynolds stress tensor, as a result of ensemble averaging, has six components, which are unknown. In two-equation approach, Reynolds stress tensor is modeled with the Boussinesq eddy viscosity assumption. It postulates that Reynolds stress tensor ij ij ij , is proportional to the mean strain rate tensor in analogy to the viscous stresses in laminar flows, as given below,
where, t t is the kinematic eddy viscosity (which is not a flow property, but a variable which depends on the flow), ij ij is the Kronecker delta function (=1 for i=j and 0 otherwise). The kinematic eddy viscosity is dimensionally expressed as
where l o and o are characteristic turbulent length scale and turbulent time scale, respectively. Hence, Reynolds stresses are characterized using single length and time scales in RANS based turbulence models. In k-based models, l o and o are obtained using the turbulent kinetic energy (k) and the turbulent energy dissipation rate ( ). In k-ω based models, l o and o are obtained using the turbulent kinetic energy (k) and the specific dissipation rate (ω). In the present study, Realizable k-ε model (RKE) and Shear Stress Transport k-ω model (SST) have been considered. The corresponding transport equations are available elsewhere (FLUENT, 2006) .
Computational domain and Meshing
All the studies have been carried out for the flow normal to the dimension 'D' (=0.06 m) of the rectangular section. In order to carry out studies on forced oscillating rectangular section, the mesh has to be made dynamically changing. Hence, the computational domain has been divided into a moving/dynamic zone 'X' and static/stationary zone 'Y', as typically shown in Fig. 1 . The dimensions of the computational domain were chosen with respect to the rectangular section in such a way that the solution is independent of the locations of the boundaries. The inlet boundary has been chosen at a distance of 15B from the front edge of zone 'X'. The outlet boundary has been chosen at a distance of 25B from the rear edge of zone 'X'. The symmetry (free-slip) boundaries were chosen at a distance of 15B from the sides of zone 'X'. The front edge of zone 'X' has been chosen at a distance of 2B from the front edge of the rectangular section and rear edge has been chosen at a distance of 4B from the rear edge of the rectangular section. The sides of zone 'X' have been chosen at a distance of 1B from the sides of the rectangle. Fig. 1 Typical representation of the computational domain Two separate meshes have been generated for zones 'X' and 'Y' and merged together. For zone 'X', standard wall functions have been used for near wall treatment to empirically treat high gradients of flow variables near the wall of rectangular section. To ensure that the centroid of first cell adjacent to the wall is in the log layer of the wall, the distance of first grid point 'y' should be in such a way that the wall unit y + (Eq. (5)) is around 30. rectangular section has been chosen to satisfy the above criteria and unstructured mesh of triangular elements has been used to mesh zone 'X'. The outer periphery of zone 'X' has been discretized uniformly into segments of size 0.07 D. Zone 'Y' has been meshed using quadrilateral elements based on stretching ratio concept. The maximum stretching of successive mesh cells is limited to 1.1 for smooth variation [Bosch and Rodi (1998) ], and hence the same value has been used in the present study. The inner periphery of zone B has been discretized uniformly into segments of size 0.075 D. The interface of the two mesh zones have been made non-conformal. Two separate meshes that have been generated for stationary and dynamic zones (as shown in Fig. 2(a) and 2(b)) are then merged together along the non-conformal interface in FLUENT.
(a) (b) Fig. 2 Mesh generated for (a) Static mesh Zone B (b) Dynamic mesh Zone A
Dynamic Mesh Updating Techniques
The dynamic mesh model is used to model flows where the shape of the domain is changing with time due to motion of the rectangular section. The mesh updating due to the motion of rectangular section has been carried out using a combination of spring smoothing and local remeshing techniques (FLUENT, 2006) . Convergence tolerance for iterative procedure for location of new nodes based on spring smoothing analogy has been set as 0.0001 with maximum number of iterations as 50 per time step. In addition to spring based smoothing mesh update method, local remeshing scheme has been used to have better control on the cell quality. Every cell has been evaluated and marked for remeshing upon meeting to meet with the requirements of length scales and cell skewness. Maximum cell skewness value has been set as 0.4.
Boundary conditions and Simulation
The mean velocity at the inlet boundary has been considered as 15 m/s. The corresponding Reynolds number is 61000 based on 'D' as characteristic dimension, along with turbulent intensity (I t ) of 0.2%. For smooth flow condition, the turbulent viscosity ratio of 10 has been chosen, as it was found to give better results in comparison with the experiments (Kimura and Hosoda, 2003) . The values of turbulent kinetic energy (k), dissipation rate (ε) and specific dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy (ω) at the inlet boundary were obtained based on Eq. (6) assuming isotropic turbulence. At the outlet, gauge pressure has been set equal to zero and the backflow turbulent parameters were set equal to that of inlet boundary in order to reduce the difficulties in convergence. At the symmetry boundary, the velocity in the direction normal to the boundary has been set equal to zero and the derivatives of all the flow variables in the direction normal to the boundary were set equal to zero. Wall (no-slip) boundaries were chosen for the sides of the rectangular section at which the velocities in the flow and normal to flow directions were set equal to zero. The pressure field has been linked to velocity through SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations) pressure-velocity coupling algorithm. First order upwind scheme has been employed for solving the transport equations of momentum, turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation rate/specific turbulent diffusion. Initial values for various flow variables over the entire computational domain were set equal to the inlet boundary values.
The velocity of motion of the rigid rectangular section in the transverse direction is given by 
Hence, the corresponding range of U r is 5 (f b =50 Hz) to 25 (f b =10 Hz). A User-Defined Function (UDF), which prescribes the motion of rectangular section as defined by Eq.(7) has been interfaced with FLUENT. For unsteady simulations, time step size has been chosen suitably based on f b . Time history of lift coefficient has been monitored until convergence.
Results and Discussions
The time histories of lift coefficient and the corresponding spectra obtained from numerical simulation using RKE model have been presented for three values of reduced velocities, covering before lock-in, during lock-in and post lock-in ranges. Fig. 3 (a) shows the time history and spectral plot of lift coefficient corresponding to U r of 5 (i.e. f b =50 Hz). The time history of lift coefficient exhibits beating phenomenon. In the spectrum, two distinct peaks corresponding to frequencies of 50 Hz (f b ) and 20.23 Hz (f s corresponding to stationary rectangular section) have been observed. The presence of distinct peaks at f s and f b is indicative that the oscillating rectangular section is before lock-in regime. Frequency (Hz) owing to different values of f b (=13.9 Hz) and f s (around 20 Hz). The dominance of f s in the spectrum is indicative that vortex shedding frequency of the stationary rectangular section is no longer affected by the forcing frequency of oscillation, which is indicative of the applicability of the quasi-steady theory for higher values of reduced velocities (Blevins, 2001) . Hence, for values of U r greater than 18, the rectangular section has been observed to be in the post lock-in regime. Similarly, from the simulations carried out using SST model, the lock-in has been observed to be in the range of U r between 6 and 18. However, plots of time history of lift coefficients and the corresponding spectrum have not been presented for the sake of brevity. Fig. 4 shows the values of f b plotted against the values of f s evaluated from the spectrum of lift coefficient obtained from numerical simulations using RKE model and SST model. The points lying along the linear line corresponds to the lock-in behavior. Fig. 5 shows the plot of f s evaluated from the spectrum of lift coefficient divided by f b , plotted against reduced velocity. The line passing through the origin is the plot of ratio of vortex shedding frequency of stationary rectangular section and forcing frequency against U r . When the oscillating rectangular section is out of lock-in regime, the ratio f s /f b is expected to fall on the aforementioned linear line. During lock-in, the ratio f s /f b becomes unity, where shedding frequency is modulated to forcing frequency. This behavior has been well predicted by the present numerical simulations using both the turbulence models. The range for which rectangular section is in lock-in regime, obtained from numerical simulations is consistent with the experimentally obtained range of U r between 6 and 17 [Washizu et al, (1978) From the time history of lift coefficients (C L ), root mean squared value (C Lrms ) has been obtained and plotted against U r in Fig. 6 . The maximum value of C Lrms of 1.48 has been observed at U r of 12 for RKE model, whereas for SST model, the maximum value of 1.72 has been observed at U r of 13. This observation of occurrence of maximum C Lrms at resonance point, where f s corresponding to stationary rectangular section and f b match, corroborated well with similar observations made for square section under forced oscillations in literature (Taylor and Vezza, 1999) .
Fig. 5 Plot of C Lrms with reduced velocity

Summary and Conclusions
Forced oscillation studies have been carried out numerically on 2-D rectangular section with side ratio of 2 at oscillation amplitude of 0.1 D in transverse direction under smooth flow conditions using RKE and SST models over a range of reduced velocities of 5-25. The development of lock-in phenomenon has been observed and the corresponding range of reduced velocities, over which the rectangular section is in lock-in, has been well predicted by both models in comparison with the experimental literature. From the simulations carried out using RKE model, the lock-in behavior has been observed to be in the range of U r between 6 and 17, whereas using SST model, the range has been observed to be 6-18. The maximum value of C Lrms obtained from both RKE and SST models have been compared. 
